Comparative mechanical analysis of a looped-suture tendon repair.
The in vitro breaking force of a braided nylon looped-suture tendon juncture designed to decrease tying time was compared with the breaking force of the modified Kessler and Bunnell techniques. Repaired with either braided nylon or tetrafluoroethylene, porcine digiti quarti propius tendons were tested to single cycle failure on a MTS hydraulic testing machine. The results showed that the looped-suture technique had a mean breaking force that was statistically indistinguishable from that of the Bunnell technique regardless of suture material. However, the breaking forces for the looped suture and Bunnell techniques were statistically greater for both suture materials when compared with the modified Kessler technique. The resistance to gap formation for the looped suture was found to be intermediate between the Bunnell technique and the modified Kessler technique.